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TO fieyeOos. Af teethe lights are out, this
figure walks all about the house and makes
havoc in the surgery ras irv t̂Sas avaTpiiriDV
Kal TO <f>dpfjia.Ka o " u y ^ € ( o v Kal T r) v O v p a v
TTcpiTpiirwv. To mix the drugs and upset
the pill-boxes is, no doubt, a natural enough
proceeding for a mischievous mannikin of a
foot and a half. But how you turn a door
upside down, how a Tn^ucuos could do it
(granting it feasible), and where the special
appropriateness of the fun comes in, I fail
to see. I found also that a class of intelli-
gent undergraduates, with notions of fun
still keen enough, failed equally. What the
mannikin really upset was T 77 v Ovlav
(according to later Greek spelling) or T 77 v
dveiav (as Lucian himself wrote it).

Sophocles, Antigone 2, 3.

ap' olcrO' o TI Zeiis TWV anr' OiSnrou KCLKWV

£jj is antithetic to TEXCI and is played upon
by

It would be needless to travel over the
ground of Prof. Jebb's note and appendix.
So far as the text and existing conjectures
go, his discussion is exhaustive. After much
conscientious effort, however, I find it im-
possible to discover a construction in the
text, and therefore venture to add one to the
conjectures. The error lies (where no one
seems to have looked for it) in Zevs. One
might ask in any case—Why Zeus, and not
the Fates or the Curse 1 Apart from that
objection, it is the word Zeus which admits
of easiest correction. Regarding TeXei as
intransitive (cf. Meet. 1419, Aesch. S.c T.
659, Cho. 1021, Pers. 225), I would read

ap' olcrO' o TI £rj TWV a.7r' OiSiVou KCLKIOV
OTTOLOV ov\l v w I n ^uxraiv reXti;

' Do you know what ill there yet lives
(unspent) of all bequeathed by Oedipus,
which will not find fulfilment on us while yet
we live?' With £ij cf. Ant. 457, 0. T. 482.

Sophocles, Antigone 4-6.

ov8lv yap OVT' dXyeiVGV OVT arrjs aVep
OVT' alcrxpov OVT' arifiov i(r6', OTTOZOV oi
TS>V <TS>V re Ka.fj.u>v OVK OTTIOIT iyi) KaKu>v.

Before I had seen Mr. E. M. Thompson's
transcript of OVT' anys aYep in Prof. Jebb's
appendix, I had convinced myself that OVT'
aV ŝ TT i p a p was the true reading. That
transcript greatly confirms iripap. There is
no doubt that the tragedians deliberately
affected rare forms in -ap for poetical tone,
and there is equally no doubt that such forms,
being unknown to copyists, often caused
corruption. In Aesch. Sup2>l. 762 (784
Dind.) I write a-KtTrap and quote
Xv/xap, besides the better known aA
in.rj\ap, tlXap, Oevap, <fec. Treipap is common
enough.

In point of meaning anys Tripap = ' the
ne plus ultra of arq.' Cobet (Nov. Led. pp.
71, 72) gives full illustration of the state-
ment that ' Trepas Graecis est TO CKOIO-TOU
eo-̂ aTov, id quod in quaque re exlremwni est.'
Such expressions as Aelian's 'ATTIKLOS rjv
do-(DT(as irepas are by no means the outcome
of late Greek nor of slang.

Sophocles, Antigone 392.

dXX' i) yap EKTOS Kal Trap' iXiriSas XaPa

IOIKIV aiXXy /JLTJKOS oiBkv rjSovfj.

I propose to read KapraveXTriSos for K
and emend

d W rj yap i K T o v K a p T d j / e

Xapa

' the joy which cometh after sheer despair.'

T. G. TUCKER.

VIRGIL, ECL. IV. 60—63.

60. Incipe, parve puer, risu cognoscere
matrem:

61. Matri longa decem tulerunt fastidia
menses;

62. Incipe, parve puer, cui non risere
parentes,

63. Nee deus hunc mensa, dea nee dignata
cnbili est.

I do not think that the conjecture qui
parenti in 62 has received the attention it

deserves. It has recently been put forward
by Bonnell in his Quintilian and is approved
by Benoist in his note on the above
passage.

(1) Though all MSS. agree in cui...
pa/rentes, yet Quintil. (ix. 3, 8) quotes the
line with qui....parentes. Voss (followed by
Conington) supposes that Quintil. found
quoi in his copy and read it qui instead of
cui. But Quintil, must have meant qui,
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because it is given as an example of irregu-
larity in the use of number, and one would
hesitate to attribute such carelessness to
Quintilian in quoting the very word which
is the point of the quotation.

(2) A difficulty occurs about the grammar,
but if, as Mr. Page remarks, the transition
from the plur. qui to the sing, hunc did not
trouble Quintilian it need not trouble us.1

Anyhow it is no harsher than Homer's

6V[JL6<; Se p-iyai CVTI 8iorpe(j>i(av f$a<ri\rnav
TL/JLY] 8' eK Atds lor i , <£i\ei he k f/,rjTiiTa Zevs

(B 197 and cf. 8 691). Mr. Monro (E.G.
§ 255, 1), quoting these two passages,
remarks that ' the change from plural to
singular is not unusual in passages of a
gnomic character.'

(3) Pa/rentes might conceivably stand with
qui, as in Plaut. Capt. 3, 1, 21, but the ace.
after rideo in the sense required is rare and
parenti would naturally have been altered to
parentes when cui had supplanted qui.
Moreover the sing, agrees better with the
sing, matrem in 60.

(4) It is generally allowed that qui
parenti makes excellent sense, catching up
the thought of risu cognoscere matrem,
indeed it appears to me to be much more
pointed than cui non risere parentes. For
these reasons then I think the proposed
emendation a very probable one.

Does risu refer to the smile of the infant
or the smile of the mother ? Sonntag, in
common with several other commentators,
understands it of the mother's smile on two
grounds: (1) that this meaning accords
better with the habits of infants ; (2) that
it suits the context better. In support of
(1) he quotes Pliny's Nat. Hist, to the effect
that an infant does not smile before his
fortieth day, but whatever the literal fact
may be, if Virgil chooses to make an infant
smile or recognize on the day of his birth
he is surely within his rights as a poet.
With regard to (2) Sonntag takes risu of
the mother's smile on the ground that only
so taken does it suit the following line,
the connexion of thought being that the
1 A somewhat similar change occurs, Ov. Tr. 3, 4, 7,

Nam quamquam solipossunt prodessc potentcs
Non prosit potins, pluriinum obesse potest.

mother smiles on the child when it is first
brought to her after she has undergone the
pain of giving birth, and he adds ' Darum
ist auch die Erwiihnung des Gegensatzes
matri longa decem tulerunt fastidia menses
nicht otiosum, wie Forbiger nieint, sondern
notwendig, weil durch dieselbe die
Erwahnung des Lachens motiviert wird.'
On the other hand, Conington and Page,
following Servius and Wagner, take risu of
the infant's smile on precisely the same
grounds, the connexion of thought then
being, ' Greet thy mother with a smile;
she needs cheering for she has suffered ten
long months.' Whichever meaning we give
to risu I hold that 62 must agree with it, in
other words that 62 catches up and repeats
60. I cannot believe that there is any
question of an answering smile whether
from parents (as Conington and Page) or
child (as Kennedy ' The infant's smile is
supposed to be enticed by that of his parent,
not the mother's by that of the infant').
A further difficulty in the passage is the
connexion between the smile (whether of
the child or the parents) and the idea of the
child thus becoming a favourite of heaven.
The last line is usually referred to the
Homeric lines on Heracles who /J.(T dOavd-
TOKTI deoicri. | Tepirerai iv daXiys Kail t^et
Ka\Xiar(l>vpov "Hfi-qv (X 602), but that explains
nothing. Sonntag in accordance with his
conception of the whole Eclogue, viz., that
"Virgil is only prophesying a return to the
Golden Age conditional on the birth of a
certain child, is obliged to take cui non
risere parentes to mean no more than ' the
child who has not managed to be born.'
Benoist, following Servius, sees an allusion
to Vulcan, of whom his mother Juno was
ashamed (cf. 2 395), and whom Jupiter
refused to admit to the table of the gods,
while Minerva declined to wed him. This
allusion, not in itself improbable, is hardly

consistent with his preference for qui
parenti. No other commentators, as far as
I know, have attempted an explanation,
and yet one seems required. Perhaps it
may be after all merely a high-flown way of
expressing an old nurse's saw that a dull
infant comes to a bad end.

R. C. SEATON.

HERMAS AND THE FOUR GOSPELS.

In the Witness of Hennas to the Four
Gospels, which was noticed in the Classical
Review vol. vi. 453 (Dec. 1892), I pointed

out what seems to me to be a symbolical
allusion to the Four Gospels in the structure
of the tower in the ninth Similitude of the


